Determining the capacity of Gaussian relay channels even with one relaying station has been an open problem for several decades. This paper presents a pair of upper and lower bounds whose gap is no more than 0.5 bit per channel use, for the capacity of Gaussian relay channels with one relaying station.
Introduction
The relay channels are first introduced by van der Meulen [7] . In [2] , Cover and El Gamal derived the capacity of degraded and reversely degraded relay channels. Although various communication schemes are proposed subsequently, e.g., [4, 5, 6, 8] , the capacity of even the simplest Gaussian relay channels (with only one relaying station) is still unknown. Avestimehr, Diggavi, and Tse [1] established another scheme where all rates within a constant number of bits from the cut-set upper bound [3, Theorem 15.10.1] are achievable for an arbitrary Gaussian relay channel. Nonetheless, this constant of gap is 15 bits per channel use for the case of one relaying station, and further grows proportionally to the total number of base stations and the maximum number of base stations that a single base station could link to, as the network topology becomes more and more complex.
This paper presents a pair of upper and lower bounds whose gap is no more than 0.5 bit per channel use, for the capacity of Gaussian relay channels with one relaying station. The result implies that (i) if the direct channel between the source and destination has a larger signal-to-noise ratio than the relay channel, usage of relaying in transmissions can help at most half a bit for approaching the capacity, and (ii) if the relay channel has a larger signal-to-noise ratio than the direct channel, the superposition block Markov encoding of [2] can in fact achieve a data rate within 0.5 bit from the capacity. respectively. The AWGNs Z and Z 1 are independent with variances N and N 1 , respectively. Moreover, Z is independent of X and X 1 , and Z 1 is independent of X. Then Y = X + X 1 + Z and Y 1 = X + Z 1 . The capacity of this relay channel is defined by
where p(x, x 1 ) denotes the joint distribution of X and X 1 . Without loss of generality, all random variables are assumed with zero means.
Proof. The first inequality follows clearly by discarding the relay Y 1 and X 1 in the transmissions from X to Y , which has capacity equal to the left-hand side according to [3, Theorem 9.1.1]. On the other hand, the cut-set bound tells that
and
Since the covariance matrix of (X + Z, X + Z 1 ) is
it turns out that
where the inequality comes from N 1 ≥ N , i.e.,
The above right-hand side is independent of the joint distribution p(x, x 1 ). The proof is completed. The strategy of achievability in Lemma 2.1 uses the channel between the source and destination only, i.e., the direct channel. When the AWGN in the relaying station has a larger power than in the destination, the relaying station typically observes a noisier version of the transmitted message X than the destination. Discarding the information at the destination transmitted from the relaying station does not hurt the data rate much.
Proof. The first inequality follows by using only the relay, i.e., X → Y 1 → X 1 → Y forms a Markov chain, in which the relay channel becomes degraded and has capacity equal to the left-hand side from [2] . Since
where ρ denotes the correlation coefficient between X and X 1 . On the other hand, for every real number x 1 ,
where (2) comes from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3) uses the fact that the current X 1 and Z 1 are independent (X 1 is a function of the past Y 1 's). Hence
where (4) comes from Jensen's inequality. Similarly, for arbitrary real numbers x and z 1 ,
Therefore, from (5) and (6),
where the last inequality comes from N 1 ≤ N . Together (1) with (7), the cut-set bound now implies
which establishes the desired results.
In an opposite scenario to Lemma 2.1, since the relaying station observes a cleaner version of X, the source conveys more information to the relaying station than to the destination. The data rate can be increased by using the superposition block Markov encoding of [2] , a capacity-achieving scheme for degraded Gaussian relay channels, to exploit the relayed information.
Note that in both the proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the upper bounds of C are relaxations of the cut-set bound. We obtain the following Theorem 2.1 immediately.
Theorem 2.1 Given a Gaussian relay channel with one relaying station and C the corresponding cut-set bound, all rates up to C − 0.5 are achievable, i.e., the capacity C satisfies C − 0.5 ≤ C ≤ C.
While the authors [1] showed that all rates within 15 bits from the cut-set bound are achievable for a Gaussian relay channel with one relaying station, Theorem 2.1 guarantees a very much tighter solution.
